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ABSTRACT For most practical applications, quantum algorithms require large resources in terms of qubit
number, much larger than those available with current noisy intermediate-scale quantum processors. With
the network and communication functionalities provided by the quantum Internet, distributed quantum
computing (DQC) is considered as a scalable approach for increasing the number of available qubits
for computational tasks. For DQC to be effective and efficient, a quantum compiler must find the best
partitioning for the quantum algorithm and then perform smart remote operation scheduling to optimize
Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) pair consumption. At the same time, the quantum compiler should also find
the best local transformation for each partition. In this article, we present a modular quantum compilation
framework for DQC that takes into account both network and device constraints and characteristics. We
implemented and tested a quantum compiler based on the proposed framework with some circuits of
interest, such as the VQE and QFT ones, considering different network topologies, with quantum processors
characterized by heavy-hexagon coupling maps. We also devised a strategy for remote scheduling that can
exploit both TeleGate and TeleData operations and tested the impact of using either only TeleGates or both.
The evaluation results show that TeleData operations can have a positive impact on the number of consumed
EPR pairs, depending on the characteristic of compiled circuit. Meanwhile, choosing a more connected
network topology helps reduce the number of layers dedicated to remote operations.

INDEX TERMS Distributed quantum computing (DQC), quantum compilation, quantum Internet.

I. INTRODUCTION
Noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) processors are
characterized by a few hundred quantum bits (qubits) with
nonuniform quality and highly constrained physical connec-
tivity. Hence, the growing demand for large-scale quantum
computers is motivating research on distributed quantum
computing (DQC) architectures [1] as a scalable approach for
increasing the number of available qubits for computational
tasks, and experimental efforts have demonstrated some of
the building blocks for such a design [2]. Indeed, with the
network and communications functionalities provided by
the Quantum Internet [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], remote quantum processing units (QPUs)
can communicate and cooperate for executing computational
tasks that each NISQ device cannot handle by itself.

In general, whenmoving from local to distributed quantum
computing one faces two main challenges, namely, quan-
tum algorithm partitioning and execution management [1].
To partition a monolithic quantum algorithm, a quantum
compiler must be used to find the best breakdown, i.e., the
one that minimizes the number of gates that are applied to
qubits stored at different devices. Such remote gates can be
implemented by means of three communication primitives
that we denote as Teleport [14] (quantum state telepor-
tation), Cat-Ent (cat-entanglement), and Cat-DisEnt
(cat-disentanglement) [15], [16]. These primitives require
that an entangled state is consumed and a new one must
be distributed between the remote processors through the
quantum link before another interprocessor operation can be
executed. Through these primitives, one can perform two
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FIGURE 1. (a) Circuit representation of TeleData by means of the
Teleport primitive, which allows one to move the quantum state of a
data qubit |c〉 to one qubit of an entangled pair and, then, swap it to a
free data qubit. While both the state of the entangled pair and |c〉 are
now lost, multiple CZ acting on the teleported qubit can then be
executed. (b) Circuit representation of TeleGate by means of Cat-Ent
and Cat-DisEnt primitives. After the Cat-Ent operation, the second
qubit of the entangled pair participates in an entangled state with the
control qubit and can act as a shared copy (not an actual copy, due to
the no cloning theorem) of the original |c〉 control qubit. Multiple remote
CZ with same control qubit and different target can be executed between
Cat-Ent and Cat-DisEnt. It is worth noting that, between Cat-Ent
and Cat-DisEnt, the control qubit is entangled with its shared copy and
cannot be targeted by other gates.

types of remote operations, namely TeleData and Tel-
eGate [2], [17], [18], as shown in Fig. 1. The literature on
quantum compilers [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],
[26], [27], [28] focuses on qubit assignment and remote gate
scheduling, while paying less attention to the integration of
local routing.
Regarding execution management, in general, given a col-

lection P of quantum circuit instances to be executed, this
collection should be divided into nonoverlapping subsetsPi,
such that P = ∪iPi. One after the other, each subset must
be assigned to the available QPUs. In other words, for each
execution round i, there exists a schedule S(i) that maps some
quantum circuit instances to the quantum network. If DQC is
supported, some quantum circuit instances may be split into
subcircuit instances, each one to be assigned to a different
QPU, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

In this work, we focus on the first challenge, i.e., quantum
algorithm partitioning. We present a modular quantum
compilation framework for DQC that, for the first time,
takes into account both network and device constraints and
characteristics. We illustrate the experimental evaluation of a
quantum compiler based on the proposed framework, using

FIGURE 2. Execution of multiple quantum circuit instances with k QPUs.
For each execution round i, a schedule S(i) maps some quantum circuit
instances to the quantum network — each QPU receiving a quantum
circuit P j

i that is either a monolithic one or a subcircuit of a monolithic
one. The classical outputs are accumulated into an output vector O.

some circuits of interest (VQE, QFT, graph state preparation)
and different network topologies, with quantum processors
characterized by heavy hexagon coupling maps. The
heavy-hexagon topology has been chosen by IBM [29] for
its scalability and performance, offering reduced error-rates
while affording the opportunity to explore error correcting
codes [25], [30], [31], [32], [33]. We also devised a strategy
for remote scheduling that can exploit both TeleGate and
TeleData operations, and tested the impact of using either
only TeleGates or both. The evaluation results show that
TeleData operations can have a positive impact on the
number of consumed Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) pairs,
depending on the characteristic of compiled circuit. Mean-
while, choosing a more connected network topology helps
reduce the number of layers dedicated to remote operations.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In

Section II, related works on quantum compiling for DQC
are discussed. In Section III, the proposed modular quantum
compilation framework is illustrated in detail. In Section IV,
the experimental evaluation of a Python-based implemen-
tation of the compiler is presented. Finally, Section V con-
cludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK
Quantum compilation for DQC is characterized by two fun-
damental steps, qubit assignment and remote gate schedul-
ing. In DQC, qubit assignment is generally tackled as a
partitioning problem. Specifically, for a given set of virtual
qubits, one needs to choose a partition that maps subsets of
logical qubits to processors, while minimizing the number of
required interactions among different subsets. The main goal
is to minimize the number of consumed EPR pairs shared
between QPUs, as it is the main bottleneck to distributed
quantum computation.
Andrés-Martínez and Heunen [19] used cat-entanglement

[16] to implement remote quantum gates. With this tech-
nique, one can implement multiple contiguous nonlocal CZ
gates that act on a common qubit, while using only one
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EPR pair. The chosen gate set contains every one-qubit gate
and two single two-qubit gates, namely the cnot and the
cz gate (i.e., the controlled version of the Z gate). The au-
thors considered no restriction on the connectivity between
QPUs. Then, they reduced the problem of distributing a cir-
cuit across multiple QPUs to hypergraph partitioning. The
proposed approach, which was evaluated against five quan-
tum circuits (including QFT), presents a caveat, in particular
there is no way to customize the number of communication
qubits of each QPU.
Sundaram et al. [20] presented a two-step solution, where

the first step was qubit assignment. Circuits were represented
as edge-weighted graphs with qubits as vertices. The edge
weights corresponded to an estimation for the number of
cat-entanglement operations. The problem was then solved
as a minimum k-cut, where partitions had roughly the same
size. The second step was finding the smallest set of cat-
entanglement operations that would enable the execution
of all TeleGates. The authors started with the assump-
tion that each remote gate could be executed, by means of
a one cat-entanglement, only in the partition of one of its
operands. In this setting, the problem could be reduced to
a vertex-cover problem over bipartite graphs, allowing for
a polynomial-time optimal solution based on integer linear
programming. They also provided a O(log n)-approximate
solution, where n was the total number of global gates, for
a generalized setting, where remote gates could be executed
on an intermediary partition, by means of greedy search
algorithm. In [21], the same authors extended their approach
to the case of an arbitrary-topology network of heteroge-
neous quantum computers by means of a Tabu search algo-
rithm.
In [22], by Daei et al., the circuit becomes an undirected

graph with qubits as vertices, while edge weights correspond
to the number of two-qubit gates between them. Then, the
graph is partitioned using the Kernighan–Lin (K–L) algo-
rithm for VLSI design [34], so that the number of edges
between partitions isminimized. Finally, each graph partition
is converted to a quantum circuit.
In [23], the authors represented circuits as bipartite graphs

with two sets of vertices—one set for the qubits and one for
the gates—and edges to encode dependencies of qubits and
gates. Then, for the qubit assignment problem, they proposed
a partitioning algorithm via dynamic programming to mini-
mize the number of TeleData operations.
Nikahd et al. [24] formulated theminimum k-cut partition-

ing problem as an ILP optimization problem, to minimize
the number of remote interactions. They employed a moving
time-window and applied the partitioning algorithm to small
sections of the circuit, thus the partition might change with
the moving window by means of TeleData operations.
In [25], Cuomo et al. modeled the compilation problem

with an integer linear programming formulation. The formu-
lation is inspired to the vast theory on dynamic network prob-
lems. The authors manage to define the problem as a general-
ization of quickest multicommodity flow. This result allows to

perform optimization by means of techniques coming from
the literature, such as a time-expanded representation of the
distributed architecture.
Ovide et al. [26], investigated the performance of the qubit

assignment strategy proposed by Baker et al. [27] on the
Cuccaro and QFT adder circuits [35], [36], under the as-
sumption of local and network all-to-all connectivity. In [27],
qubit assignment was treated as a graph partitioning problem,
under the assumption that a SWAP operation primitive exists
to exchange data qubits between different QPUs, i.e., it is not
required to check if there are free data qubits available on
the QPUs. Ovide et al. showed that, in general, the wider the
circuit, the higher the number of remote operations, although
it highly depends on the specific circuit to be compiled.

III. MODULAR QUANTUM COMPILATION FRAMEWORK
Asmentioned in Section I, there is a lack of a modular frame-
work for compiling quantum circuits to DQC architectures.
Such a framework should be circuit agnostic, i.e., able to
compile any circuit to any suitableDQC architecture. Current
proposals from the literature tackle the problems of qubit
assignment and remote gate scheduling, but do not take into
account the local connectivity of each QPU. The framework
presented in this article and illustrated in Fig. 3 fills the gap
between local compilation and compilation for DQC. The
proposed framework is modular, meaning that each module
tackles a different aspect of the quantum compilation prob-
lem for DQC.Within the framework, modules do not depend
on the specific implementation of the others, but only on their
functionality and outputs, meaning that one could use a better
implementation of one module without changing any other
module.
The quantum compilation framework can take any quan-

tum circuit and any network configuration as input. Fig. 4
depicts an example of a network configuration, which de-
scribes how QPUs are connected into the target DQC archi-
tecture, including quantum channels capacity, i.e., the num-
ber of communication qubits for each channel. The network
configuration includes descriptions of the internal configura-
tions of the QPUs, i.e., the coupling map and the set of avail-
able data qubits and communication qubits. More specifi-
cally, data qubits are a qubit subset dedicated to computa-
tional tasks, while communication qubits are another subset
reserved for entanglement generation over the network [37].
The coupling map may have any shape. The coupling map is
a directed graph where each vertex corresponds to a qubit
and directed edges determine the possibility of executing
two-qubit gates between the connected qubits.1 Fig. 5 shows
an example of a coupling map with 20 data qubits and 8
communication qubits, highlighted in blue.
Having these inputs, the first module of the framework re-

gards the qubit assignment. Once a suitable qubit assignment

1Specifically, the source and destination vertices of a directed edge can
be the control and target qubit respectively of a two-qubit gate. An edge
could be undirected, meaning that both qubits can act as control or target.
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FIGURE 3. Workflow of the proposed modular quantum compilation framework for DQC architectures.

FIGURE 4. DQC architecture comprising three of the QPUs illustrated in
Fig. 5. Each QPU is connected to the others and supports up to 4
communication qubits per connection.

FIGURE 5. QPU configuration with 20 data qubits and 8 communication
qubits, inspired by IBM’s heavy hexagon devices [38].

has been found, the next module schedules remote gates ac-
cordingly. Meanwhile, the local mapping of qubits assigned
to each QPU is performed. Finally, the last module performs
local routing while taking into account the given schedule for
remote gates and the local mappings.

FIGURE 6. The quantum circuit in (a) can be represented as the
weighted graph in (b).

The output of the compiler based on the proposed frame-
work is a compiled circuit for DQC, containing all the sched-
uled local and remote gates.
In the following subsections, we propose some possi-

ble implementations of the qubit assignment, remote gate
scheduling, and local routing modules.

A. QUBIT ASSIGNMENT
As mentioned in Section I, the goal is to partition the circuit
in order to minimize the communication cost, i.e., the num-
ber of remote operations and consequently, the number of
consumed EPR pairs. To this aim, a quantum circuit qc can
be represented as an undirected weighted graphGqc(V,E ), as
shown in Fig. 6, where each edge e ∈ E has weightW (e) ∈
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FIGURE 7. (a) Example of initial graph partitioning. There are three partitions, each holding 4 qubits, and 8 edges between different partitions. The total
communication cost is equal to 8. White nodes represent available qubits that have not been utilized. (b) Graph partitioning where qubits have been
moved to achieve a better solution. The new total communication cost is now instead equal to 6.

N. The set of vertices V corresponds to the qubits in qc and
the weight of each edge is equal to the number of two-qubit
gates between the corresponding qubits.
The qubit assignment problem can then be treated as a

graph partitioning problemwhere the objective is to compute
a k-way partitioning such that the sum of inter-partition edge
weights is minimized. Given k available QPUs, the result
of k-way partitioning are k roughly equally sized circuit
partitions. There are several algorithms available that can
efficiently find a solution. In this work, METIS’s multilevel
k-way partitioning [39] was used. This is an initial solution
and not an optimal one, as the QPUs would probably be
underutilized and the circuit’s qubits unnecessarily scattered
through all QPUs. In fact, for each partition it is checked
if changing the assignment of a qubit to another partition
would benefit the overall communication cost. Between all
the useful changes found, the best one is chosen and itera-
tively the search for possible changes continues, until either
all qubits have changed partition one time or no further good
improvements can be found. An example of improvement
from the initial solution is depicted in Fig. 7. Regarding
the computational complexity, we could not find a rigorous
analysis of the METIS’s algorithm complexity but the au-
thors presented a technical report [40] showing outstanding
performancewhen partitioning graphs withmillions of nodes
and edges. Focusing on the initial solution improvement, the
algorithm needs to iterate over all qubits and partitions. In the
worst case scenario, the complexity of this step is O(n3p),
where n is the number of qubits in the circuit and p the
number of partitions.

B. REMOTE GATE SCHEDULING
We implemented an algorithm to schedule remote gates for
DQC architectures in order to investigate the impact of us-
ing both TeleData and TeleGate operations. The main
strategy, described in Algorithm 1, requires three inputs:
1) the quantum circuit to distribute; 2) the configuration of
the network onto which such circuit will be executed; and

3) a suitable qubit assignment, as computed by in the pre-
vious module, described in Section III-A. To schedule re-
mote gates, the algorithm described in Algorithm 1 scans the
quantum circuit gate by gate and stops when it encounters a
gate that, based on the current partitioning, involves qubits
on different QPUs. The algorithm then searches for feasible
TeleData operations that could cover the gate under con-
sideration.2 TeleData operations are scheduled by taking
into account the memory capacity of each QPU, otherwise
data qubits storing valuable information would get overwrit-
ten by a teleportation. Finally, to each possible TeleData
is assigned the following cost function:

nEPR
ncov

delay

d̄t
(1)

where nEPR is the number of consumed EPR pairs, ncov is the
number of covered gates, which may include more gates than
the one under direct analysis—as shown in Fig. 1(a)—and
delay is the time, measured in discrete intervals, that must be
waited before actually executing the gate. The delay is esti-
mated by the cost function, based on when the quantum links
for entanglement generation were last used andwhen the gate
should be executed. It may be the case that before executing
a TeleData operation, one needs to wait for a previously
scheduled one to complete. The aim is to evaluate possible
remote operations against resource consumption (nEPR) and
execution time (delay), both crucial for the performance of
the system, with respect to the number of covered gates
(ncov). The delay is scaledwith themean decoherence time d̄t
of the physical qubits, turning it into a dimensionless number.
The algorithm selects the TeleData operation with the

lowest cost and then, covers a portion of the following
gates3 with TeleGate operations. TeleGate operations
are chosen and scheduled in a similar manner to the Tele-
Data ones.TeleGates exploit theCat-Ent primitive, as

2Here, “to cover” means to make a gate executable.
3Dimension of the portion to cover is set by a customizable parameter.
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Algorithm 1: Remote Gates Scheduler.
Input: quantum circuit QC, network configuration N
and qubit assignment P
Output: quantum circuit with remote gates D

1: function Schedule
2: D← ∅
3: covered ← ∅
4: for all g ∈ QC do
5: if g /∈ D then
6: if g is local then
7: put g into covered and D
8: else
9: TeleData← Find TeleData(g, N, P)
10: TeleGate← Find TeleGate(g, N, P)
11: if Cost(Teledata) < Cost(TeleGate) then
12: put TeleData into D
13: else
14: put TeleGate into D
15: end if
16: put g into covered and D
17: put extra covered gates into D and covered
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: end function

shown in Fig. 1(b) [16]. Indeed, TeleGates can be divided
in three steps. First, with the Cat-Ent primitive, the one in
the blue box in Fig. 1(b), the control qubit of a remote gate is
entangled with a communication qubit on the QPU holding
the target qubit. This qubit is called a “shared” control. Then,
gates controlled by the same shared control qubit can be be
executed locally. Finally, with the Cat-DisEnt primitive,
the one in the violet box in Fig. 1(b), the shared control
qubit is measured and a correction operation is applied to
the original control qubit at the first QPU.
Both TeleGate and TeleData can either migrate one

qubit to the other’s QPU or both to a different one, as shown
in Fig. 8, depending on the cost of such operation (computed
as in (1)). Fig. 8(a) shows the first case, in which gate g0 is
covered by sharing qubit q1 and q4 with QPU1 through two
TeleGate operations. Fig. 8(b) depicts the second case,
where gate g0 is covered by sharing qubits q1 and q6 with
QPU1, using two TeleDatas. By doing this, also gates g1
and g2 are covered.
The scheduler also compiles the same portion of circuit by

scheduling only TeleGate operations. Finally, it computes
a cost for the two different strategies—one with TeleData
and TeleGate, the other with just TeleGate—and se-
lects the one with the lowest amount of consumed EPR pairs.
Finally, the scheduler resumes scanning gates in search of the
next gate to cover. Given that the scheduler has to search for
both TeleGate and TeleData operations to cover each
remote gate, and that we also take into account a portion of

FIGURE 8. (a) Gate g0 is covered by sharing qubit q1 and q4 with QPU1
using two TeleGates. By doing this, also gates g1 and g2 are covered.
(b) Qubits q1 and q6 are teleported to QPU1 with two TeleDatas, gates
g0, g1, and g2 are consequently covered.

subsequent gates, the worst case computational complexity
of this compilation module can be estimated as O(r3p), with
r being the number of remote operations and p the number
of partitions.

C. LOCAL ROUTING
The designed local routing algorithm takes as input a parti-
tioned circuit with already scheduled remote operations and
handles the local routing accordingly. The algorithm requires
the partitioned circuit, with scheduled remote operations, the
network configuration, and all QPU configurations, specif-
ically coupling maps including connections between data
qubits and communication qubits.
The core strategy is the following: The algorithm scans

the circuit and for every gate that involves qubits not di-
rectly connected on their specificQPU, computes the shortest
sequence of necessary SWAP gates. When it encounters a
TeleData or TeleGate operation, it first checks if the
involved data qubits are in proximity of one of the avail-
able communication qubits. If not, it computes the shortest
paths to the less recently used communication qubit. The
less recently used communication qubit is chosen to avoid
as much delay as possible in entanglement generation. At
this stage of compilation, due to local SWAPs, the state of
a data qubit may now reside on a communication qubit and
vice versa. This is not necessarily an issue [41], but it is
better to move the communication qubit back to its orig-
inal position, after the remote operation is completed and
before it is used again. This is crucial to not lose the state
of a data qubit physically stored at a communication qubit
location, due to a new remote operation. An example of such
instance is shown in Fig. 9. The computational complexity
of this local routing implementation depends directly on the
number of two-qubit gates and remote operations, and can
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FIGURE 9. Example of remote gate scheduling and local routing. Local gates are interlaced with Cat-Ent, Cat-DisEnt, and TeleData operations as
well as SWAP gates.

FIGURE 10. (a) Example of graph state used to create graph state
circuits. Each vertex represents a qubit in the graph state, and there is an
edge between every pair of interacting qubits. This graph state has 6
qubits, but can be scaled up to an arbitrary large number of qubits.
(b) Quantum circuit to create the 6-qubit graph state represented in (a).

be estimated as O((g+ r)n log n). This result stems form the
fact that in the worst case scenario, for each two-qubit gate g
and remote operation r, the algorithm uses Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm with a complexity of O(n log n) on coupling
map with n qubits.

IV. EVALUATION
We implemented a quantum compiler based on the modular
framework presented in Section III. The compiler was tested
against three classes of quantum circuits, namely, VQE,QFT,
and graph state circuits (an example of graph state used is
shown in Fig. 10). QFT and VQE were selected because they
are widely used in many different contexts. Together with the
Grover Operator (GO) [42] and the Harrow/Hassidim/Lloyd
(HHL) method for linear systems [43], these circuits cover
most practical scenarios [44]. The graph state circuit was in-
cluded as graph states are relevant for applications like clock

FIGURE 11. DQC architecture comprising five QPUs. Each QPU is
connected to at least three other QPUs.

synchronization, secure communication, distributed sensing,
distributed one-way quantum computations [45].
The purpose of the proposed evaluation is twofold. On the

one hand, showing that the proposed framework is modular
and flexible enough to allow the user for testing different
compilation strategies against multiple network topologies.
On the other hand, illustrating the specific impact of different
configurations on the considered quantum circuits. For exam-
ple, it will be shown that QFT circuit compilation benefits
from telegate+teledata, but heavily relies on remote opera-
tions, while VQE circuit compilation does not benefit from
teledata, but requires only a handful of remote operations.
The circuits were compiled for the DQC architecture illus-

trated in Figs. 4 and 11, comprised, respectively, of 3 and 5
QPUs, denoted as Net-3 and Net-5. To increase the number
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FIGURE 12. Compilation results for the Net-3 with QPU-21 of (a) VQE, (b) QFT, and (c) Graph circuits. The number of qubits of the circuits varies from
40 to 50, while the channel capacity varies from 2 to 4.

of available data qubits, the QPUs in Fig. 5 can be scaled up
in a modular fashion [29]. In the following, QPU-n denotes
a QPU with n data qubits.
The assumed architectures are consistent with current su-

perconducting quantum devices (such as those produced by
IBM [46] and Google [47]), but also with other physical
solutions, like NV centers [48] and trapped ions [49]. For
all these technologies, there are promising results concerning
the possibility of realizing quantum links between separated
devices [50], [51].
For each quantum circuit, the tests concerned remote gate

scheduling with only the TeleGate operation, as well as
with both the TeleGate and TeleData operations. For
each compiled circuit the depth,4 the number of EPR pairs
consumed and the layers dedicated to remote operations were
used to analyze the results.
Fig. 12 shows compilation results of VQE, QFT, and

Graph circuits on Net-3 with QPU-21. It can be seen that
exploiting TeleData operations alongside TeleGates

4Depth of a quantum circuit is a measure of howmany layers of quantum
gates, executed in parallel, it takes to complete the computation defined by
the circuit.

FIGURE 13. (a) Example of QFT circuit with four qubits distributed on
two QPUs. (b) Example of VQE circuit with four qubits distributed on two
QPUs.

tends to be more beneficial, in terms of total depth, especially
for QFT circuits. Moreover, using TeleData operations
can greatly reduce the number of EPR pairs consumed and
layers dedicated to remote operations for QFT circuits, up to
more than 50%, while being slightly detrimental for VQE
circuits. This behavior can be traced back to the specific
structure of these circuits. Specifically, QFT circuits are char-
acterized by multiple sequences of two-qubit gates involving
almost all qubits in each sequence and having one common
control qubit that changes in each sequence, as depicted in
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FIGURE 14. Compilation results for the Net-3 with QPU-63 of (a) VQE, (b) QFT, and (c) Graph circuits. The number of qubits of the circuits varies from
80 to 140, while the channel capacity varies from 2 to 6.

Fig. 13(a). If a sequence involves remote operations, it is
better to teleport the control qubit and execute all subsequent
two qubit gates in the sequence locally. On the other hand,
the VQE circuits used are characterized by chains of two
qubit gates, such that each qubit in the chain acts as the
control of a gate and the target of the subsequent gate, as
shown in Fig. 13(b). This means that there will be only a
handful of remote operations and there is no need to teleport
a control qubit. Regarding Graph state circuits, there is an
increase of one unit in the remote operations layers, as shown
in Fig. 12(c), which is opposed to a decrease of also one unit
in the number of EPR consumed, when using TeleData
operations.
All figures show a slight increase in total circuit depth

when the channel capacity changes from 2 to 4. At first
glance, this may seem counter intuitive. Indeed, it is worth
pointing out that the adopted local routing does not change
the number of consumed EPR pairs defined by the qubit as-
signment and remote scheduling modules, but may increase
the number of remote operation layers. The reason is that the
local routing tries to use all available communication qubits,
regardless of their distance from data qubits in the local cou-
pling map. Designing a different strategy is out of the scope

of this article, whose purpose is to illustrate a modular frame-
work and show the multiplicity of circuits and network con-
figurations that can be evaluated bymeans of that framework.
From previous work, we know that local routing could be
improved by means of circuit optimization techniques [52]
and noise-aware strategies [53]. Interestingly, there seems to
be no difference in the number of layers dedicated to remote
operations with respect to the channel capacity. We suppose
that, due to the low connectivity between data qubits and
communication qubits on each QPU, local routing operations
create an upstream bottleneckwith deleterious effects despite
the increase in channel capacity.
Some tests were also made using Net-3 with QPU-63 de-

vices, with the number of data qubits used by the circuits
varying between 80, 110, and 140. The results are reported
in Fig. 14. While there is still not much of a difference when
changing the channel capacity, the use of TeleData oper-
ations is greatly beneficial when distributing QFT circuits,
which, from the number of EPR consumed, appear to be the
circuit class that more heavily depends on remote operations,
among those tested.
By maintaining Net-3 but changing to QPU-125 devices,

the compiler was tested on circuits with up to 250 qubits.
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FIGURE 15. Compilation results for the Net-3 with QPU-125 of (a) VQE, (b) QFT, and (c) Graph circuits. The number of qubits of the circuits varies from
150 to 200, while the channel capacity varies from 6 to 10.

FIGURE 16. Compilation results for the Net-5 with QPU-125 of (a) VQE, (b) QFT, and (c) Graph circuits. The number of qubits of the circuits varies from
300 to 600, while the channel capacity varies from 2 to 4.

2500213 VOLUME 4, 2023
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At this stage, an interesting observation can be made from
Fig. 15. It seems that, for Graph states circuits, when the
number of qubits grows, and the data qubits capacity of the
network is topped up, while the number of EPR pairs con-
sumed remains unchanged, there is an almost unnoticeable
increase in the number of layers for remote operations.
Finally, the total number of data qubits was further in-

creased, by exploiting Net-5 with QPU-125 devices. There-
fore, it was possible to compile circuits up to 600 qubits,
as depicted in Fig. 16. There are two results that stand out
in these figures. Firstly, for VQE circuits, there is a slight
increase in the layers of remote operations when the max-
imum number of qubits is reached and TeleData opera-
tions are employed. The opposite can be observed for Graph
state circuits, where the number of remote operations layers
decreases, although marginally, when the maximum number
of data qubits allowed by the network is reached. This trend
goes against the observation made previously for the same
type of circuits albeit with the Net-3 topology, which outlines
the impact of different network topologies and suggests that
choosing a more connected network is in fact beneficial.
A final remark should be made regarding the general dif-

ference between the results for different classes of circuits.
Although the QFT circuits greatly benefit from the use of
TeleData, they still need a massive amount of remote op-
erations. In contrast, the VQE and Graph circuits, which are
not particularly affected by the use of TeleData, require
very few remote operations for their distributed execution,
which makes them better candidates for DQC.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced a general-purpose modular quan-
tum compilation framework for DQC that takes into account
both network and device constraints and characteristics. We
illustrated the experimental evaluation of a quantum com-
piler based on the proposed framework, using some circuits
of interest (VQE, QFT, graph state preparation) character-
ized by different widths (up to 600 qubits). We considered
different network topologies, with quantum processors char-
acterized by heavy hexagon coupling maps. We also pre-
sented a strategy for remote scheduling that can exploit both
TeleGate and TeleData operations, and tested the im-
pact of using either only TeleGates or both operations. We
observed that TeleData operations may have a positive
impact on the number of consumed EPR pairs, depending
on the specific characteristics of the circuit. In fact, we also
observed that some classes of circuits are more suitable for
DQC than others, i.e., they can be distributed more effi-
ciently. Furthermore, we showed that choosing a more con-
nected network topology helps reduce the number of layers
dedicated to remote operations.
Regarding future work, we will focus on integrating noise-

adaptive compilation strategies into the framework, both for
local routing [53] and remote gate scheduling. We shall then
evaluate the impact of different strategies on the quality of
computation results, which depend also on the selection of

suitable metrics. To produce suchmetrics we need to actually
execute the compiled circuits, either by means of a quantum
network simulator or on real hardware. In the first case, there
are already available simulators with different levels of ab-
straction, depending on how realistic the simulations need
to be. These simulations will be crucial to understand the
impact that remote operations, and any resulting local routing
overhead, have on the quality of the computation due to the
effects of noise.
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